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In NOVA’s Evolution Lab, students ... staff to explain key concepts or findings in evolution that are frequently misrepresented by creationists. Shape of Life is a series of short classroom ...
Evolution Lab Guide for Educators
Yet a minority—the clever ones—always asked a series ... for my lab. Our experiments, along with findings from other groups, revealed that neurons devote most of their activity to sustaining ...
How the Brain ‘Constructs’ the Outside World
When someone gets an infection, most people think it's the immune system kicking into gear when they feel some of the body's natural defenses like a fever, chills, or fatigue. What most people don't ...
Study finds how the brain controls symptoms of sickness
suggest the results of a series of new lab tests. The study findings, published in the journal Science, offer fresh insight into how our brain manages to track and adjust how we function in a wide ...
Our Brains Learn From Mistakes and Can Track Performance
One Minute Paper One minute paper is an introductory technique for a student writing activity. Think-Pair-Share Think-Pair-Share is a quick and easy technique that has students working in pairs to ...
Examples of Classroom Assessment Techniques
Here’s what happens: The nervous system talks to the immune system to figure out that the body has an infection and then orchestrates a series ... Lab and the study’s lead author. “This was poorly ...
Harvard-led researchers find how the brain controls symptoms of sickness
As with any leaning activity, the decision to lecture should result from a ... of the lecture or a set of “partial notes,” that is, a handout that contains key terms or definitions missing for ...
Effective Lectures
Corina's lips move as she tries to answer ... In a series of studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison in the 1980s, researchers tested the question by comparing lab-raised monkeys with ...
Beyond the Brain
Chainalysis’ answer ... of Chainalysis’ key competitors is Elliptic, a blockchain analytics provider that can monitor more than 500 crypto assets for signs of fraudulent activity.
Chainalysis expands crypto fraud detection platform with $170M
More than two decades ago, the Chen lab discovered that a protein called ... Dr. Chen and his colleagues showed that the chains are key for promoting an immune response and can activate a group ...
Phase separation discovery could lead to new interventions to regulate immune activity
All participants were tested with a series of single ... aerobic activity improves learning and task acquisition, increases the secretion of key neurochemicals associated with synaptic plasticity ...
Be smart, exercise your heart: exercise effects on brain and cognition
Many young people spend much of their time using digital screens which may reduce their engagement in physical activity ... Denmark has attempted to answer this question in a carefully designed ...
Limiting recreational screen media use improves physical activity in children
It can be an activity that elicits excitement ... who filmed part of his First Life series in Nilpena, now protected as a national park. Later this year, it will be possible find out why the ...
20 ways to reignite your sense of adventure in this freedom-loving country
Answers to these questions remain unclear, in part because official descriptions of the shooting and the gunman’s social media activity have ... Ramos used. A series of posts appeared on his ...
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